Ted deChatelet is a busy man. He teaches a wide variety of courses in Theatre at
Western Oregon University. He is the co-Artistic Director of the Salem Repertory Theatre
(a position he has held since its inception in February 2004). He runs his own consulting
and stage combat business, Revenge Arts (which oﬀers classes and workshops on ﬁght
choreography). He acts (he had a starring role in the Salem Rep’s recent production of
Noel Coward’s Private Lives). He directs (in fall he directed Too Much Light Makes the
Baby Go Blind). And he has a family (his oft-mentioned daughter Dolan will turn 2 this
summer).
In his second year at WOU, Ted has already
taught a wide variety of courses, including:
TA 110: Introduction to Theatre Arts
TA: 205, Stage Speech I
TA: 240 Creative Drama
TA: 251 Elements of Acting
TA 265: Acting I
TA: 271 Acting II
TA: 261 Physical Studio II: Movement
and Voice
TA: 360: Contemporary Audition
Techniques
TA: 433 Acting Styles II
In the fall he taught “Culture and
Capitalism”, as part of the Freshman
Academy. This interdisciplinary course looked at
how the bottom line aﬀects the arts. This spring
he is teaching the Art of Protest, a course focusing
on 20th century American politics, through ﬁlm
music and theatre, and TA 368: Physical Studio
IV: Advanced Movement, which focuses on stage
combat, sword play and ﬁght choreography. Ted
enjoys the variety of classes he has been able to
teach at Western.
In addition to teaching, Ted has directed three
productions since coming to WOU, with a fourth
one coming. These include Shakespeare’s Twelfth
Night (set in Hawaii in the 1940s), Douglas
Carter Beane’s As Bees in Honey Drown and The
NeoFuture’s Too Much Light Makes the Baby
Go Blind (excerpts of which were performed in
the library on Founder’s Day). His upcoming
production is Neil LaButte’s The Distance from
Here. He also adapted and directed the critically
acclaimed A Christmas Carol for Salem Rep, a
production that will be revived in 2006.

Ted has a Masters in Acting from the University of Illinois. He worked
in theatre in New York for ﬁve years as well, performing and focusing on
educational outreach at the Symphony Space, and Manhattan Theatre Club.
Prior to coming to Western Ted taught at Linﬁeld College, Willamette
University and the University of Portland.
Ted enjoys teaching Creative Drama for
elementary teachers and using alternative
teaching techniques in the classroom. He
explains the joy of “being creative gets
kids learning in diﬀerent ways. There are
beneﬁts for everyone, especially in our
multicultural and bilingual world. Drama
opens diﬀerent ways for students to learn
and increases comprehension.”
Ted likes “edgy” theatre and the ability
of drama to awaken the audience to new
possibilities and to look at the world in
new ways. He likes the sense in which the
arts push the envelope and awaken us to
new possibilities.

